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Opens April 5, 2013!
The three-story, 250-room Hotel immerses guests in the creative world of LEGO® as it’s
designed to bring children’s imaginations to life
Guests can choose between three themed rooms: Pirate, Adventure or Kingdom
Guests can choose between themed or premium themed rooms…premium themed
rooms have additional LEGO models and décor such as themed wall paper
There are 51 premium themed rooms
There are 24 suites with king beds and three television sets
Every room has a separate sleeping area for up to three children complete with bunk
beds and a pull-out trundle bed
Every room has two TVs so kids can watch movies and play games in their own sleeping
area
Every room includes a treasure chest that younger guests can unlock once they
complete a special treasure hunt activity finding clues throughout their room!
There are at least eight LEGO models in every room
There are approximately 3,422 LEGO models in the entire Hotel created out of more
than three million LEGO bricks!
The spectacular entrance leads to themed play areas, a family pool, lounge, family
restaurant, LEGO models and interactive features throughout
Behind the reception desk in the lobby there is an entire wall created out of 6,000 LEGO
Minifigures!
Seven of the large LEGO models throughout the Hotel are animated
A family of four LEGO dragons reside in the Hotel: One smoke-breathing dragon at the
entrance, a playful young dragon in the lobby sits on top a handle and slowly spins it to
make a LEGO river flow, a baby dragon peers over the ledge of the castle in the atrium
play area and an interactive bubble-blowing dragon is taking a bath on the patio as she
playfully sprays water and “speaks” to young guests
Inside the Castle Play area, a pirate ship with a pirate blimp attached is attempting to
dock in a LEGO filled moat next to an interactive castle
















The Castle Play area is based on the LEGO Kingdom and Pirates line with elements from
Adventure
Young guests can raise the pirate flag by turning the captains wheel and a loud canon
blast is sounded when it reaches the top
Mini’s Lounge is adjacent to the Castle Play area and provides guests an opportunity to
sit back, relax and enjoy some beverages and quick snacks
The Skyline Café features a LEGO skyline which includes 35 different scenes
Bricks Family Restaurant includes a buffet station designed specifically for kids with
healthy options all at a height they can reach
Ever been in a Disco Elevator? As guests enter the elevator, lights pulsate in the ceiling
to music, a mirror ball rotates and a different sound effect announces arrivals on each
floor
A fitness center is located on the first floor
The LEGO Event Room is located on the first floor and can occupy up to 110 people
All rooms will have Wifi
Six rooms have terraces and are located on the Pirate floor
The family pool is a gradual incline with a depth of 5 feet
Located right at the main entrance of LEGOLAND® California, guests will have exclusive
early morning access to the theme park designed for families with children ages 2 – 12
Reservations are available at www.LEGOLANDHotel.com or 877-LEGOLAND (534-6526)

